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Economy

Developing a prosperous economy - to develop a more 
enterprising, vibrant and diverse local economy that 

strengthens local businesses and enterprises, which will 
attract investment, share prosperity and create better 

employment opportunities for locals.
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Introduction

6.1 Unlocking Plymouth’s economic potential 
underpins the city’s aspirations for Urban 
Renaissance. Only by sustained economic 
improvement can the city make its contribution to 
the national and regional economy, “becoming the 
economic hub of the far South West”.

6.2 To help deliver this change a long term 
economic strategy has been developed, which aims 
to build on the city’s advantages, so as to reduce 
dependency on traditional sectors, increasing the 
city’s flexibility and innovative capacity.

6.3 The Core Strategy will support existing 
employers, as well as providing a framework 
for the identification of land to meet the needs 
of the economic growth sectors set out in the 
Local Economic Strategy, in the broad locations 
earmarked for regeneration and growth. The 
underlying principle of this approach is of creating 
a greater number and range of jobs on less land 
– achieving the job growth required to realise 
Plymouth’s economic potential, but taking account 
of higher job densities in order to set realistic targets 
for the development of employment land.

Context

National / Regional

6.4 Plymouth is the second largest city in the 
South West after Bristol. The emerging Regional 
Spatial Strategy considers Plymouth has the 
potential to “become the economic hub of the far 
South West”. Policy SR35 sets out the aspiration 
for the Plymouth TTWA to make provision for a job 
growth of 42,000 jobs over the period 2006-26, to be 
delivered through an employment land provision of 
150 hectares.

Sub-regional

6.5 The city plays a dominant economic role in 
its sub-region. It provides a centre for healthcare, 
cultural and leisure facilities; business, financial 
and retail services; media activities; rail, air and sea 
transport.

6.6 In functional terms, the city has expanded up 
to and beyond its very tightly drawn administrative 
boundaries. This has significant implications for 
assessing Plymouth’s performance, because just 
looking at the city on its own gives a false picture. 
A much fairer measure of the performance of 
Plymouth’s economy is provided by its TTWA 
boundary. This accounts for 80% of the employment 
in the four local authority areas and in the decade 
between 1991 and 2001, total employment in the 
TTWA area grew by 14,800 or 12%. This represents 
a reasonable economic performance.

City Wide Issues

6.7 While development is underway, key issues 
for future employment provision are:

•	 Plymouth’s	former	dependence	on	defence	
and manufacturing has left a number of 
legacies. In rationalising current land holdings, 
it will be important to take account of wider 
issues and potential benefits for the city as a 
whole

•	 Much	of	Plymouth’s	manufacturing	sector	is	
located on post-war industrial estates, some 
of which provide suitable locations. However, 
many companies, particularly those in 
knowledge-based industries, no longer want 
to be on industrial estates

•	 It	is	generally	recognised	that	Plymouth’s	
retail offer falls below the standard necessary 
in a large city moving into a service culture 
mode of development. While developments 
are underway, there will be a need for 
redevelopment of parts of the central area to 
introduce other uses

•	 The	importance	of	safeguarding	and	
enhancing Plymouth’s tourism offer – in 
particular as a destination for day visits, 
short stays (e.g. city breaks), and as the 
gateway to Cornwall. There is a specific need 
to address quality and presentation issues 
around Plymouth’s hotel and accommodation 
stock. Re-investment is needed, particularly 
in hotels with good leisure and conference 
facilities. Additionally, Plymouth provides a 
major opportunity to deliver high quality tourist 
and visitor services and facilities for the sub-
region.

Economy
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Plymouth’s Economic Strategy

6.8 The Council, with its partners, has developed 
a long term Local Economic Strategy, covering 
the period 2006 – 2021 and beyond. It includes a 
targeted approach to boosting Plymouth’s long term 
economic performance, and affirms the Plymouth 
City Growth Strategy’s choice of six priority growth 
sectors, namely:

a) Business Services

b) Creative Industries

c) Tourism and Leisure

d)	 Medical	and	Healthcare

e)	 Marine	Industries

f) Advanced Engineering.

6.9 The strategy also includes a major spatial 
component to build upon the bi-polar nature of 
Plymouth’s economy – with a strong City Centre 
and a strategic employment location in the Derriford 
area, as well as supporting key contributions 
elsewhere around the urban area and to its east at 
Langage (in South Hams).

Future Provision

6.10 Assuming that the interventions necessary to 
deliver this strategy are achieved, work undertaken 
for the Sustainable Growth Distribution Study has 
provided estimates on how the Plymouth TTWA 
economy might be expected to perform at a few 
points above anticipated trend. From this work it is 
considered that for the Plymouth TTWA:

•	 some	24,600	jobs	(1,892	per	annum)	could	be	
created over the period 2003-16

•	 an	additional	17,900	jobs	(1,790	per	annum)	
could be created between 2016-26.

 Overall this equates to 42,500 new jobs 
(1,847 per annum) over the 23 year period 
to 2026. (The targeted growth sectors are 
expected to deliver roughly half of this future 
employment growth.)

6.11 In many respects this level of growth is 
considered to be conservative. It allows for job 
losses in some sectors, and is substantially less than 
the 3,350 jobs per annum achieved in the TTWA 
over the period 1998 to 2003.

6.12 The Employment Land Review (ELR) looks 
at these figures and translates them into land 
requirements. It provides a detailed assessment 
of the suitability and viability of all the employment 
land commitments and vacant premises within the 
Principal urban area (PUA). A conclusion to this 
work is that while there are a number of sites and 
premises that are likely to meet the requirements for 
future employment needs, there are also a number 
of locations which, while they may have the benefit 
of a permission, are unlikely to be considered 
suitable to meet future employment needs.

The Strategy

6.13 Between 2006 and 2026, a total of 37,000 
new jobs will be created in the Plymouth Travel to 
Work area, of which 27,500 new jobs will be created 
in the Plymouth PUA. This growth in employment 
will be led by 6 key growth sectors which will provide 
half of the new jobs. Fostering the growth of these 
sectors, whilst also providing for the growth of more 
traditional businesses, will require a reorientation of 
the city’s stock of employment land. To achieve this 
job growth, over 20 years, will require 867,740 sq m 
of floorspace on 84ha of land in the Plymouth PUA. 
This translates to a land requirement of at least 40ha 
between 2006 and 2016, and 22 ha between 2016 
and 2021 (figure derived by taking the 2016 – 2026 
land requirement and converting this to a 2016 – 
2021 land requirement on a pro rata basis).

6.14 The key growth sectors in Plymouth are 
expected to generate a total of 17,675 jobs by 2026 
in the Plymouth Travel to Work Area. This equates 
to the following change in jobs per sector, leading 
to a demand for the following amounts of land in the 
Plymouth PUA by 2021 (calculated on a pro rata 
basis):
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6.15 The ELR also highlighted that different sectors 
have different locational / premises requirements 
which influence the amount of land required. For 
example Business Services will provide 8,520 jobs 
on	5.8ha	while	Medical	and	Healthcare	will	provide	
6,080 jobs on 6.9ha. This is because the business 
services premises requirement is for taller buildings 
in city centre locations, as shown below.

6.16 The employment land requirement can 
be further broken down into broad city areas / 
categories, as follows:

Table 2 – Change in Key Sector jobs

Key Growth Sectors Change in jobs Demand for land

Advanced Engineering -3,480 Negligible

Business Services 8,520 5.8ha

Creative Industries 1,560 0.8ha

Marine	Industries 520 0.6ha

Medical	and	Healthcare 6,080 6.9ha

Tourism and Leisure 4,475 3.1ha

It is considered that growth in advanced engineering industries will take place through productivity increases 
rather than job growth.

Table 3 – Employment Land Requirements

Location Category By 2016 By 2021

City Centre and Waterfront 6.3ha 3.96ha

Business Parks 25.5ha 2.58ha

A38 locations 5.7ha 14.67ha

Other city-wide locations 2.1ha 1.06ha

Total 39.6 (40ha) 22.27 (22ha)
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6.17 Each of these broad areas can be defined 
more precisely:

•	 City	Centre	and	Waterfront	comprises	a	large	
area covering the City Centre, Cattedown, 
Sutton Harbour and the Barbican, the Hoe, 
Millbay	and	Stonehouse,	and	Devonport	
(in effect, the City Centre Waterfront 
Regeneration Area)

•	 Business	Parks	are	substantially	in	the	
Northern Corridor, with a particular focus 
on	the	Plymouth	International	Medical	and	
Technology Park and the Tamar Science, but 
also includes sites in the eastern corridor

•	 A38	locations	are	the	key	business	areas	
along	the	A38	corridor,	including	Marsh	
Mills,	Ernesettle,	Newnham,	St	Budeaux	
and Honicknowle. Langage, within the South 
Hams, is also located along the A38. The 
ELR highlights the strategic importance of this 
site to Plymouth’s economic potential. South 
Hams’ Adopted Core Strategy provides for 20 
ha of employment land at this vital location for 
the period 2006-2016.

6.18 The proposed quantums and nature of 
employment provision for different locations will be 
determined through the detailed work needed to 
progress the AAPs and Sustainable Neighbourhoods 
(Key Site Allocations) DPD. However, the following 
broad spatial principles can be identified on the 
basis of the ELR’s findings and the Local Economic 
Strategy:

•	 City	Centre	and	Waterfront	Regeneration	Area	
– This will be the primary location for office 
development, but also for creative industries, 
tourism and leisure, marine employment and 
urban regeneration-led initiatives

•	 Northern	Corridor	–	Further	strategically	
significant provision for business park 
development will be proposed, particularly 
supporting	the	Medical	and	Healthcare	sector.	
A secondary office location as part of the 
new centre at Derriford will also be proposed. 
Existing key sites will need to be safeguarded

•	 Eastern	Corridor	and	the	rest	of	the	city	
– This will be primarily about helping to 
deliver sustainable linked communities 
through safeguarding and provision of 
accessible employment opportunities to the 
local population, and protecting existing 
strategically important employment sites.

6.19 The proposed spatial approach to new 
employment land provision and safeguarded land is 
shown on diagram 4 for illustrative purposes.
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Strategic Objective and Policies

Strategic Objective 6 
Delivering the Economic Strategy

To set a spatial planning framework through the LDF that supports the Council’s Economic Strategy 
and Action Plan, helping to make Plymouth a place where people, business and an outstanding natural 
environment converge to bring about sustainable prosperity and wellbeing for all. This will be achieved 
through:

1. Supporting the competitiveness of Plymouth’s economy through protecting and enhancing the city’s 
unique assets, including its environment and heritage, enabling it to be successfully branded on the 
global economic stage.

2. Supporting the creation of a balanced, diversified and knowledge intensive business base by delivering 
a sufficient and appropriate range, mix and quality of employment land and premises, to provide for 
inward investment opportunities but with particular focus on indigenous growth, priority sectors, micro-
businesses and small / medium enterprises. These may come about as part of mixed-use developments.

3. Building the sustainability of Plymouth’s communities through ensuring that opportunities for employment 
are provided within each neighbourhood, that accessibility to major employment locations is improved 
throughout the city, and that childcare facilities for working parents and carers are provided close to 
employment areas.

4. Developing Plymouth’s skills base and promoting economic inclusion through supporting investment in 
all kinds of learning infrastructure, together with promoting local labour and training on major construction 
projects.

5. Developing the concept of a bi-polar economy with strong and complementary centres of employment at 
the City Centre and Derriford.

6. Ensuring that developments support appropriate economic development initiatives within the city, 
consistent with the Plymouth Local Economic Strategy.

Targets

Progress towards achieving this goal will be measured against the following targets:

1. Delivery of employment land in the city, to achieve in the Plymouth PUA at least 4 hectares per annum 
employment land between 2006 and 2016, and 4.5 hectares per annum between 2016 and 2021. 

2. Delivery of 13,000 sq.m. new office development within the city per annum.

3. A net increase in the number of employees of approximately 1,800 per annum.

4. Identification of at least one site to be safeguarded for a major high quality inward investment opportunity, 
including potentially a public sector office relocation or a private sector regional headquarters. 
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Policy CS04 
Future Employment Provision

The Council will support a step-change in the performance of Plymouth’s economy through:

1. Identifying in the Sustainable Neighbourhoods (Key Site Allocations) Development Plan Document and 
Area Action Plans a range of employment sites and premises that will provide the city’s contribution to 
achieving at least 40 hectares of new employment land in the Plymouth PUA between 2006-16, and a 
further 22 ha by 2021. This will accommodate both traditional employment uses (B1, B2, B8), as well as 
other priority economic growth sectors. Sites should be well located to public transport infrastructure. The 
new employment land should be identified in the following broad locations

City Centre and Waterfront

2. Developing the City Centre’s role as the core location for new office development, with particular 
emphasis	on	the	Derry’s	Cross	/	Millbay	area.

3. Supporting the development of tourism, leisure and creative industries, with particular emphasis on the 
City Centre and Waterfront regeneration areas and the University area.

Northern Corridor

4. Safeguarding and supporting proposals to extend the strategic employment opportunities at Plymouth 
International	Medical	and	Technology	Park	and	Tamar	Science	Park,	and	to	improve	linkages	between	
these sites and with Derriford Hospital.

5. Supporting proposals for new commercial development in the Derriford area to the extent that it is 
complementary to the primary role of the City Centre as a regional hub, such that the Derriford area is 
enabled to become Plymouth’s secondary office location. Proposals should contribute to the delivery of 
high quality public transport links between Derriford and the City Centre.

General Provisions

6. Supporting the future expansion or redevelopment of military establishments for operational purposes.

7. Supporting the development of Plymouth’s learning infrastructure such that it adds greater value to the 
city’s economic development.

8. Supporting the provision of childcare facilities close to places of employment.

9. Promoting local labour agreements with developers to enable local people in deprived communities to 
secure employment and skills development. 

10. Identifying in the other Development Plan Documents, locations suitable for relocation of ‘bad neighbour 
uses’ in order to facilitate urban regeneration.

6.20 This policy is primarily about delivering 
land of the right quantum and quality in order to 
support the city’s economic vision and strategy. 
It also recognises that this level of growth should 
be delivered in a way that avoids adverse impacts 
on the integrity of the Natura 2000 sites, as well 
as supporting softer measures in relation to 
development of skills, local employment and training 
/ learning.

6.21 As the Employment Land Review shows, there 
is a need to re-orientate the supply of employment 
land in the city so that it is found in the best locations 
to meet demand. It is for this reason that the land 
supply targets in Policy CS04 are expressed as 
gross figures. Doing so will enable a thorough review 
of existing permissions and allocations to be made 
through the AAP process and the Sustainable 
Neighbourhoods (Key Site Allocations) DPD 
process. The land supply assessment in the ELR will 
simply form the initial part of this re-assessment.
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6.22 Sites to be provided to support the relocation 
of so-called “bad neighbour” uses are not part of 
this employment land calculation. This is primarily 
because they will not result in a net increase in 
employment land supply, but also the priority for 
the 4.4 hectares per annum is to support higher 
value employment uses. One strategically significant 
site in this respect may be the china clay works 
site at Coypool. This may become available for 
development during the Plan period and it is 
considered potentially suitable for such uses, in 
addition to waste management infrastructure, 
given its well screened location and the nature of 
the current use. Other uses could potentially be 
delivered on the Coypool site, given its significant 
size. However, these would need to be compatible 
with surrounding uses, contribute to building 
sustainable linked communities and contribute to 
sustainable transport initiatives.
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6.23 This policy sets out the key considerations for 
proposals to develop existing employment sites and 
other economic development infrastructure. Although 
the picture for the city as a whole is one of an 
adequate supply of new employment land, there is 
a need to safeguard existing viable sites. The reality 
is also one of a shortage of employment sites in 
certain locations - but potential oversupply in others, 
and the need for employment land of a particular 
quality to support the priority growth sectors. 
The Employment Land Review and subsequent 
updates will be a key consideration when making 
assessments of proposals for the development of 
existing employment sites.

6.24 Particular land and accommodation needs 
include:

•	 High	quality	waterfront	sites	for	marine	
employment uses (marine employment 
sites will be identified in the Site Allocations 
Development Plan Document and Area Action 
Plans as appropriate)

•	 Office	and	specialised	floorspace	in	central	
and mixed-use locations

•	 Small	to	medium-sized	units,	especially	small	
incubator-type accommodation

•	 Small	business	centres	offering	pre-business	
start-up facilities

•	 Tourist	and	leisure	space	in	key	attraction	
areas around the centre (including, for 
instance, The Barbican, Sutton Harbour and 
Millbay).

6.25 Additionally, it is important that all 
neighbourhoods in the city have access to a range 
of employment opportunities as part of the Council’s 
vision for a city of sustainable linked communities. 
Individual proposals will be assessed against 
Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessments (see the 
Council’s website). In this respect we will also have 
regard to the ‘employment density ratio’, a good 
international sustainability index that measures the 
number of jobs in a given district against the number 
of economically active persons. A benchmark ratio of 
0.7 (i.e. 7 jobs per 10 economically active persons) – 
is suggested as an indicator of sustainability.

6.26 Implementation of this policy will take place 
primarily through the planning applications process, 
but also via partnership working on public/private 
inward investment initiatives in liaison with other 
regional and sub-regional stakeholders.

Policy CS05 
Development of Existing Sites

Development of sites with existing employment uses for alternative purposes will be permitted where there 
are clear environmental, regeneration and sustainable community benefits from the proposal. In making this 
assessment the Council will consider the following:

1. Whether the proposal would result in the loss of a viable employment site necessary to meet the area’s 
current or longer term economic development needs, taking into account the overall level of provision 
indicated by Policy CS04.

2. Whether the site is in an appropriate location for, or suited to, the needs of the city’s priority economic 
sectors.

3. In relation to existing tourist infrastructure, including tourist accommodation, whether the loss of the use 
would significantly harm the city’s tourist and visitor offer.

4. In relation to marine employment sites, that priority will be given to safeguarding the site for marine 
industrial uses that genuinely require a waterfront location.

5. Whether the neighbourhood within which the site is located already has a good range of employment 
opportunities available for local people, or the proposal will deliver a mixed use development which 
continues to provide for a good range of local employment opportunities.

Key Sources:
•	 Plymouth	Local	Economic	Strategy	(2006)	–	Plymouth	2020	Partnership

•	 Employment	Land	Review	(2006)	–	Baker	Associates

•	 Sustainable	Growth	Distribution	Study	(2005)	–	Baker	Associates

•	 Employment	Land	and	Premises	Study	(2004)	-	Atkins

•	 Plymouth	City	Growth	Strategy	(2004)	–	ICIC	et	al

•	 Community	Planning	Studies	(2000)–	City	Council
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Diagram 4 - Spatial Distribution of Employment Provision
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